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1. Introduction
Humans possess a complex physical structure and can perform difficult movement tasks.
Over the past few decades, many researchers around the world have concentrated on
achieving human-like artificial mobility or dexterity either on humanoid robots or during
the implementation of robotic assistive devices. In particular, humanoid-type robots mainly
focused on hands to understand the mechanical and dynamical functions of ourselves. On
the other hand, there have been few researches to achieve human like foot. Until now,
human-like skillful mobility has not been achieved on humanoid robots, since the robotic
feet are far from adaptation to keep stable contact on the ground and the current kinematic
structures of a humanoid foot is different from that of a real human foot. Stability related
issues have been the main goal for humanoid robots in relevant researches. Initially,
humanoid robots were built so that they can walk stably with flat foot (Sakagani et al., 2002;
Okada et al., 2004 ). These initial walking patterns were optimized for the highest stability,
and the resulting walking pattern had knee bending and flat-feet walking. A more advanced
strategy was developed for generating biped walking pattern involving heel strike and toe
off motion in (Huang et al., 2001). However, because of the mechanism’s limitation the knee
bending walking patterns were always chosen for the benefit of stability, thus making it less
natural. Today, more advanced control approaches, faster and more powerful actuators, and
more sophisticated walking pattern generation strategies have helped the research goal to
be shifted to pursue more natural walking patterns for biped robots, with the expectation
that someday humanoid robot can coexist with human.
To improve walking capacity of humanoid-type robots, toe mechanisms with 1-dof was
suggested earlier, (Ahn et al., 2003; Takahashi et al., 2004). For walking in a straight
direction, 1-dof toe mechanism can supply faster walking for a robot. In addition, relative
toe motion can increase the naturalness of robot walking and help to reduce the load on the
knee joints, where high force and speed are required to achieve robot locomotion
(Nishiwaki & Kagami, 2002). However, the foot device with 1-dof toe mechanism cannot
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adapt turning during walking and may not satisfy safe and natural walking under uneven
terrain conditions, (Takao et al., 2003). Takao et. al concluded through gait experiments that
the robotic foot mechanisms with multi degree-of-motions can contribute smooth and
effective body motions in the stance phase. A foot mechanism with such dexterous motions
at toe, foot, and heel will certainly enable the humanoid robots to perform more efficient
and skillful movements on various terrains. Therefore, it will be advantageous to develop
foot mechanisms with multi-dof motions for humanoid-type robots to satisfy natural
walking actions on various terrain situations. Even though serial actuations of rotary motors
at foot joints can generate multi-dof motions, it is difficult to implement the active joints due
to the high torque by the heavy humanoid weight. Thus, a serial-parallel mechanism can be
a good solution to satisfy the desired performance of foot devices in humanoid robots since
it can produce high rigidity, compactness, and precise resolution, as compared to serial
mechanisms. In addition, the foot mechanism for humanoid-type robots should have multiplatforms to allow relative rotations between the toe and the foot, and to generate heel
motions.
This chapter deals with a toe & foot& heel model that can allow a humanoid robot to walk
more naturally, closer to a normal human. A foot device with a 4-DOF parallel mechanism is
suggested to generate human-like foot motions. The mechanism for the toe & foot& heel
motions for the humanoid consists of several toe platforms using a serial-parallel hybrid
mechanism; a foot platform, a heel platform, corresponding limbs to the platforms, and the
base, which is located at the humanoid shin. The suggested foot platform can generate pitch
& roll motions at ankle position using 2-dof-driving parallel mechanism with two linear
actuators fixed to the base. The toe and heel joint motions can be implemented by attaching
6-dof serial joints between the platform and the base, and by connecting the corresponding
platform and the foot platform with a revolute joint. As a result, the suggested foot
mechanism with more dexterous functions can adjust the biped robot’s walking movements
during the stance phase of gait. Together with its design advantage, the suggested toe, foot,
and heel model can also facilitate more natural walking patterns for biped robots. A new
alternative methodology to generate gait pattern online with knee stretched motion utilizing
toe and heel joints will also be presented within this chapter.

2. The mechanism description
2.1 Human foot
The set of foot and ankle is mechanically very complex since it has 26 bones, 33 joints, more
than 100 muscles, tendons, and ligaments (Guihard &Gorce, 2004). All these mechanical
elements collaborate to offer the body support, balance, and mobility. Structurally, the foot
has three main parts: The hindfoot, the midfoot, and the forefoot. The hindfoot is composed
of three joints and connects the midfoot to the ankle. It lets the foot to move up and down
(-50°- 20°) and provides slight rotations. The midfoot has five irregular shaped tarsal bones,
which acts as a shock absorber. The forefoot has five phalanges of toes and their connecting
long bones called metatarsals. Their maximum rotation range is about 90° when the toes are
totally raised.
2.2 Mechanism description for toe, foot, and heel models
The mechanism for the toe & foot & heel motions of the humanoid robot consists of several
toe platforms, a foot platform, and a heel platform and corresponding limbs to the
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platforms, revolute joints between the toes and the foot platform, and a revolute joint
between the heel and the foot platform as shown in Figure 1. Base of each platform is
located at a humanoid shin.

Fig. 1. A novel foot mechanism with toe, foot, and heel motions
In the figure, the letters P, R, U, and, S represent prismatic, revolute, universal, and
spherical joints, respectively. An underlined letter represents an actuated joint. The numbers
of toe and heel joint are selected as two and one, respectively. One limb with 6-dof serial
joints (S-P-U) is attached to toe and heel platforms, respectively, while middle limb (Pe-Re-R)
and four-bar limb (S-S) are attached to the foot platform. The middle limb with equivalent 3dof serial joint (Pe-Re-R) is driven by the 2-dof driving mechanism that is equivalent active
serial prismatic and revolute joints (Pe-Re) with two base-fixed prismatic actuators. The fourbar limb will allow the foot platform to generate a pitch motion (θ ) according to active
prismatic joint motions (Pe) of the 2-dof driving mechanism. In result, the foot platform can
generate two rotations with equivalent 2-dof serial joint (Re-Re). A toe joint motion can be
implemented by attaching 6-dof serial joints (S-P-U) between the toe platform and the base,
and by connecting the toe and the foot platform with a revolute joint. Similarly, a heel joint
motion can be implemented by attaching a 6-dof serial joints (S-P-U) limb and a revolute
joint to the rear part of the foot platform
Since toe and heel platforms have one limb with one 6-dof serial joint (S-P-U) and the foot
platform has 2-dof serial joint (Re-Re), the final output displacement of each platform is
dependent only on that of the foot platform with its 2-dof serial joint (Re-Re), which is the
intersection of the special Plücker of two limbs. Therefore, the suggested mechanisms have
five degrees of freedom in total when the toe joints are two and the heel joint is one. The
suggested foot model can generate pitch & roll motions at the ankle position of a humanoid
robot, toe joints motions, and a heel joint motion. Toe joint motions can be extended by
attaching another toe platform with an additional 6-dof limb to the foot platform.
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(a) T-R type joint array

(b) T-R type Implementation
Fig. 2. T-R type 2-dof-driving mechanism
Figures 2 shows a T-R type 2-dof driving mechanism that can generate 2-dof translational
and rotational motions of the platform using two base-fixed prismatic actuators. Figure 2(a)
shows the joint array of the T-R type 2-dof-driving mechanism. The T-R-type driving
mechanism consists of passive prismatic joints (P1 and P2) between revolute joints (R5 and
R6) at the upper ends of the active prismatic joints (P3 and P4) fixed to the base and endeffector of the driving mechanism, and includes a passive prismatic joint (P3) between the
revolute joint R7 of the end-effector and base plate. P3 allows the end-effector to move in the
z-direction only and R7 allows the end-effector to rotate about the y-axis only. A CAD model
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of the T-R-type driving mechanism is shown in Figure 2(b). Consequently, the T-R-type
driving mechanism is conceptually equivalent to active serial prismatic and revolute joints
(Pe-Re). Also, R-R-type mechanism will be generated by attaching an additional rotation bar,
which will change a translation motion to a rotation as shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. R-R type 2-dof driving mechanisms
Figure 4 shows the link-pair relationship diagram for the 2-dof-driving mechanism. The
white boxes represent passive joints and the hatched boxes represent active joints. Lines
between letters represent links. It is possible to consider each driving mechanism as
equivalent to the two actuated joints (Pe-Re or Re-Re) in terms of the number and type of
degrees of motion. The motions of the given mechanism can be verified using Grübler’s
formula as:

M = d (n − g − 1) +

∑f
g

i =1

i

Fig. 4. The link-pair relationship diagram of the 4-dof mechanisms with three platforms
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Fig. 5. The joint structure of the mechanism with the N+2 DoF
If the driving mechanisms are considered equivalent to serial (Pe-Re) joints and the number
of the toe platform and the heel platform is two and zero, the mobility of the 4-dof
mechanisms with three platforms as shown in Figure 4 is:
M4dof = 6(10 – 12 –1) + 1×6 + 2×2 + 3×4 = 4
The Figure 5 shows that the numbers of the toe platform and the heel platform with the foot
platform determine the mobility of the mechanism. If the platform numbers is N except the
foot platform, then, the mobility of the mechanism can be computed as;
M(2 + N )dof = 6((4 + 3 N ) − (4 + 4 N ) − 1) + 1 × 2 N +

2 × N + 3 × (2 + N ) + 3 × (2 + N ) = 2 + N

(2)

Therefore, the mobility of the mechanism can be generalized as follows:
M=2+N
where M is the mobility of the suggested mechanism and N is the number of platforms with
a 6-joint (S-P-U) limb and a revolute joint. For example, If N=3, the mobility becomes five as
follows;
When N=3,
M(2+3)dof = 6(13 – 16 –1) + 1× 8 + 2× 3 + 3× 5 = 5
Figure 6 shows that when N=3, the mechanism can generate two toe joints motions and foot
motions with two rotations and one heel joint motion.
Figure 7 shows the developed humanoid foot which can generate pitch motions of the two
toe platforms and the heel platform with relative rotations between the corresponding
platform and the foot platform. The mechanism can generate two rotations at an ankle with
a R-R type 2-dof-driving mechanism motion.
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Fig. 6. Platform motions with N=3

Fig. 7. The developed humanoid foot

3. Walking simulations with a biped robot
3.1 Kinematics of a biped robot with the foot models
The kinematic relationships of a biped robot with the foot models are derived to generate
walking trajectory. Forward and inverse kinematic equations are used to calculate the
posture of robot and angles of each joint. Coordinate system of the biped robot with foot
models with two toe joints and one heel joint is shown in Figure 8. The base coordinates
{ Ob } is located on the ground in the middle point of the feet, and the truck coordinates
{ OM } is located on the middle point of waist. The left { O f ,L } and right { O f , R } foot
coordinates are located on the foot platform. The waist coordinate { Ow } is located on the
upper position of each limb.
The inverse kinematics computes angles φ1,i ,θ 2,i ,θ 3,i ,θ 4,i ,φ5,i ,ν 6,i of each joint of the biped
robot given the position and orientation of the waist center, and the toe joints θtr ,i ,θtl ,i and the
heel joint θ h ,i , where φ1,i ,θ 2,i ,θ 3,i are pitch and roll angles of the ankle joint, knee joint angle,
respectively. θ 4,i ,φ5,i ,ν 6,i are the joint angles of the pelvis, and i is the sub-suffix for left L and
right R. For inverse kinematics of the biped robot, the equation can be derived as follows;
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Fig. 8. Coordinate system of the biped robot
Ot ,i = Ry (φ1,i )Rx (θ 2,i )T f3 (0,0, Lk ,i + Lr ,i )

Rx (θ 3,i )T34 (0,0, Lp ,i )Rx (θ 4,i ) Ry (φ5,i )T5w (0,0, Lw )
(i = L , R)

(3)

where Ot ( xt , yt , zt ) is the vector from the foot coordinate O f ,i to waist coordinate Ow ,i , and
Lr , Lk , Lp , and Lw are the average length of the 2dof driving mechanism, the length of calf,
thigh, and waist, respectively. R is the rotation matrix, T f3 ( x , y , z) is the translation matrix
from local reference frame Of (xf, yf, zf) of the foot platform to the 3-axis mobile reference
frame O3 (x3, y3, z3). If Lw ,i is equal to zero, then the equation (3) can be simplified into
equation (4)

xt = ( − sin(φ1 )sin(θ 2 )sin(θ 3 ) + sin(φ1 )

cos(θ 2 )cos(θ 3 )) Lp + sin(φ1 )cos(θ 2 ) Lkr
yt = (-cos(θ 2 )sin(θ 3 )-sin(θ 2 )cos(θ 3 ))L p -

sin(θ 2 ) Lkr

zt = (-cos(φ1 )sin(θ 2 )sin(θ 3 )+cos(φ1 )cos(θ 2 )

cos(θ 3 ))Lp + cos(φ1 )cos(θ 2 )L kr
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From the equations (4-a) and (4-c), the roll angle φ1 of ankle joints can be computed as;

φ1 = tan −1( xt /zt )
From the equation (4-b) and equation (4-c), the equation (5) can be derived by deleting the
parameter θ3 and utilizing the MATLAB symbolic toolbox (Mathworks).

f1 =(y t cos(φ1,i )sin(θ 2 )-cos(θ 2 )z t -(L k + Lr )

cos(φ1 ))2 -(-cos(φ1 )2 y t 2cos(θ 2 )2 -2cos(φ1 )cos(θ 2 )
y t z t sin(θ 2 )-z t2 + zt2 cos(θ 2 )2 + cos(φ1 )2L2p )

(5)

Then, the kinematic relationships of the 5-dof foot mechanism are shown in Figure 9. A local
reference frame for the foot platform, Of(xf, yf, zf), is located at the center of the foot platform.
A local reference frames for the toe-left Of (xf, yf, zf) and the toe-right Otr (xtr, ytr, ztr) are
centered at each toe platform, respectively. The base of the 5-dof foot mechanism, O5dof (x5dof,
y5dof, z5dof), mobile reference frames is located on the z-axes of reference frame Of of its
platform. b is the distance of y-axis from center position Of of the foot platform to the toerevolute joint, a is the distance of y-axis from the revolute joint to center position Otl of the
toe platform, and c is the distance of x–axis from the foot platform joint to center position
Otl of the toe platform .

Fig. 9. The kinematic model of the foot mechanism
The height Lf from the foot reference frame to O5dof reference frame have following relation

L2θ = b2 + L2f − 2bL f cos(θ 2 + π /2)

(6)

where Lθ is a constant distance value from center revolute joint to O5dof reference frame.
From equation (6), the height Lf can be computed as

L f = −b sin(θ 2 ) + b2 sin(θ 2 )2 − b + L2θ
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Then, the equation (7) can be rearranged into equation (8).
f2 =b 2 +(Lf )2 -2bLf cos(θ 2 + π /2)-L2θ

(8)

Since the equations (5) and (8) have only unknown parameters of θ 2 and L f , these two
nonlinear equations can be solved by Newton-Rapson’s numeric method. If the parameter
θ 2 and L f are solved, then θ 3 can be computed by utilizing the equation (4-c). Next, the
lengths of the actuators of the 2-dof driving mechanism are then obtained as:
Lf1 = Lf +

Lbase tan φ
L tan φ
L f 2 = L f − base
2
2

(9)

where Lf1, Lf2, and Lbase are the active lengths of the left and right actuators, and the distance
between the two active prismatic joints of the 2-dof mechanism, respectively.
If the toe joint angles θtr , θtl and the heel joint angle θ h are given, the actuator’s length of
each platform can be computed as follows;
The mobile reference frame O5dof can be represented in the base reference frame (Xb, Yb, Zb)
as:

O5dof = O f + Ry (φ1 ) Rx (θ 2 )T f5 dof (0,0, L f )

(10)

The coordinate position Otl of the toe-left mobile reference frame can be represented in the
base reference frame (Xb, Yb, Zb) as:

Otl = Ry (φ1 ) Rx (θ 2 )Trm ( −c , b ,0)
+ Ry (φ1,i )Rx (θ 2,i )Tmtl (0, a ,0)

(11)

Similarly, the coordinate position Otr of the toe-right mobile reference frame can be
represented in the base reference frame (Xb, Yb, Zb) as:
Otr = Ry (φ1 )Rx (θ 2 )Trm (c , b ,0)
+ Ry (φ1,i )Rx (θ 2,i )Tmtl (0, a ,0)

(12)

Subsequently, the toe-left actuator length can be easily computed as follows;

Ltl = |Otl − Oa |

(13)

Also, the toe-right actuator length can be easily computed as follows;

Ltr = |Otr − Oa |

(14)

Using the above method, the heel actuator length can be computed as follows;

Lh = |Oheel − Oa |
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3.2 The models of normal gait cycle
Normal gait is defined as series of rhythmic alternating movements of the limbs and trunk
(Perry, 1992). The gait cycle is the activity that occurs between heel strike by one extremity and
the subsequent heel strike on the same side. The gait cycle consists of stance and swing phases.
The entire period during which the foot is on the ground is the stance phase. Conversely,
during the swing phase, the foot that is stepping forward is not in contact with any object.
Stance phase accounts for approximately 60% of a single gait cycle, while swing phase
accounts for approximately 40%. During the stance phase, the human foot performs a rolling
motion on the ground. Throughout the motion trajectory, one foot lands on its heel at some
heel-strike angle α (loading phase). Then, the foot stays flat on the ground during mid-stance
(mid-stance phase). After the sole of the foot has made contact with the ground, the heel
begins to rise from the ground with relative rotation at the metatarsal joint, and the contact
moves to the toe with a toe-off angle λ (terminal stance). Finally, the sole of the foot flattens
before the foot is lifted from the ground (pre-swing phase). To simulate these foot trajectories
on a planar surface during stance phase, the platform variables θf and θr of the footpad
mechanism can be defined for each subphase during the stance phase, as shown in Figure 10.
Note that the left and right toe joints are identical and during loading phase, the toe joint angle
θt and the foot pitch angle θf are identical, while the foot pitch angle θf and the heel joint angle
θh are identical during terminal stance

Fig. 10. Foot trajectory during stance phase
3.3 Trajectory generation of the humanoid robot with the suggested toe, foot, and
heel models
If heel-strike angle α, toe-off angle λ, step length are 20°, and 30cm, the foot trajectory
configuration at a planar surface with respect to the gait cycle is obtained as shown in Figure
11. These simulations based on gait analysis showed that the suggested mechanism with toe,
foot, and heel models can generate natural foot motions, including relative rotations at the
toe and the heel during the stance phases.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Fig. 11. The walking simulations of a biped robot with toe, foot, and heel models during the
stance phase

4. Online gait pattern generation
Traditionally, the ZMP based trajectory method was used by researchers to generate gait
patterns for humanoid robots. Approaches using simplified biped robot model such as
rolling mass model or inverted pendulum model were usually being utilized to solve the
ZMP equations, (Nishiwaki et al., 2002). However, there could be difficulties in some cases
to achieve the necessary high hip accelerations to realize the desired ZMP trajectories. In
such cases, since the trunk has the biggest mass value, energy consumption increases, and
control for task execution of the upper limbs becomes difficult, (Huang et al., 2001).
Moreover, no matter how well the algorithm can make the biped robot follow the desired
ZMP trajectory, the motion result of the hip itself cannot be assured. This has motivated
several researchers to find alternative ways of generating gait patterns for biped robots.
Huang et al. proposed a gait pattern algortihm that control the hip motion with adjustable
hip parameters that achieved highest stability margin, instead of designing the ZMP
trajectory first. This way, the motion result can be directly controlled with those parameters.
Though Huang’s method has some advantages compared to the ZMP trajectory method, it
required an optimization scheme to select best hip parameters that can obtain gait pattern
with the highest stability margin which made the algorithm unable to generate the gait
pattern online. Advancement has been made with this method, (Peng et al., 2004). However,
since typical walking pattern has to be defined first, there will be limitation on the variety of
the gait patterns. Hence, it is very important to improve effective gait pattern algorithms.
In terms of foot mechanism more important developments were made as discussed in
(Ramzi et al., 2003; Nishiwaki et al., 2002; Yoon et al., 2007; Ki Ahn et al., 2003). These robots
had modified feet using extra joints in their toe positions. There are many researches
concerning toe joints in the biped robot research. Faster walking, longer steps and more
degrees of freedom were obtained in these research studies. Knee stretch motion has often
been related to the naturalness of biped walking. Recently some researchers tried to achieve
stable walking patterns involving knee stretch motion (Kurazume et al., 2005; Ogura et al.,
2006). There is even a commercial product for humanoid robot that is able to walk with
straight knee (Garage, 2008). The research utilized a conventional biped robot with flat foot
to generate straight walking pattern (Kurazume et al., 2005). One of the main reasons why
knee stretch motion for biped walking is hard to achieve is that during the knee stretch, the
inverse kinematics solution for the leg becomes singular. This research has not been able to
avoid this singularity and utilized “if-then” commands on its algorithm. In (Ogura et al.,
2006), the researchers tried to achieve knee stretch walking by adding extra joint in the
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humanoid robot. In this way the singularity can be overcome by the extra joint in the waist
owing to losing some DOF in the knees. To achieve knee stretch walking pattern, we will
attempt to add extra joint in the heel here. It is true that human doesn’t have heel joint, but
gait analysis research shows that human walking sequence has heel strike motion and the
knee stretch occurs during this phase of walking (Perry, 1992). During this motion, human
heel acts as an extra support region. Based on these facts, we decided to add extra heel joint
to produce some support region. Figure 12 shows the sequence of foot support areas during
stance phase. With the extra heel joint, we propose a walking pattern strategy that enables
the knee stretch motion which can avoid singularity. The loss of degree of freedom in the
knee can be overcome through the existence of the heel joint. Our algorithm can generate
stable knee stretch walking patterns without singularity. With knee-stretched motion, biped
robot walking pattern will not only become more similar to human, but also will require less
torque and thus making the pattern more energy efficient as human walking itself is
optimized to energy efficiency (Kurazume et al., 2005; Ogura et al., 2006). Moreover, with
our proposed mechanism, utilizing extra addition of heel joint is comparably less
sophisticated than those biped robots, which have waist joints. We studied our algorithm
with a biped robot in computer simulation. The walking trajectory generated through this
method has successfully generated knee stretch walking patterns. Because of the addition of
the heel joints, not only the support area during double support phase was increased, but
singularity during the knee stretch motion has been also avoided. As the computer
simulation results, the proposed gait pattern has showed better performance compared to
the common walking gait in terms of joint torque requirements and energy consumptions.

Fig. 12. Human sequence of foot support areas during stance phase (Perry, 1992).
4.1 Biped robot model and walking cycle
The suggested biped robot model has 5 degrees of freedom in each leg, with the extra 2 DOF
coming from the toe and heel joints. The center of mass in each link is considered to be right
in the center of each link. The biped configuration is shown in Figure 13. Biped walking is a
periodic phenomenon. A complete walking cycle is composed of double-support phase and
single support phase. The cycle starts from the beginning of the double support phase,
where the heel strike motion occurs, and ends after the swing leg finishes its swing phase.
Figure 13 also shows a complete walking cycle along with the biped configuration. The
walking pattern that we discuss in this chapter covers only the motion in the sagittal plane.
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Given the foot and hip trajectories, toe-heel and knee trajectories were obtained from the
kinematic constraints of the mechanism.

Fig. 13. Model of the biped robot and a complete walking cycle.
4.1.1 Initial foot trajectory
We planned for the initial foot trajectory as mentioned in (Huang et al., 2001). In sagittal
,
,
, where
plane each foot trajectory can be represented by vector
,
is the coordinate of the ankle, and
denotes the angle between the foot
and the x-axis. A similar vector can also denote the toe and heel trajectories. For toe
,
,
, where
,
is the coordinate of the toe, and
denotes the angle between the toe and the foot. And, for heel
,
,
, where (
,
) is the coordinate of the heel, and
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denotes the angle between the heel and the foot. Figure 14 shows the detailed
configuration of each vector of the links in the foot.

Fig. 14. Link vector configuration of the biped foot
The foot trajectory can be expressed by the function with respect to time, with a walking
period of
, as
,

sin
cos
,

,
sin
,
sin
,

,
,

,

cos

cos
,
,

,
,

,

,

(16)

where Tc, Td, Tm are the period of one walking step, double support phase, and when the
foot at the maximum height respectively. Lao and Hao are the x and z positions of the foot
when it reaches the highest position , qb and qf are the initial toe off and heel strike angles
respectively. While the vector position of the toe and heel will always be at the tip of the
foot, the angle trajectories of the toe and heel are not the same as the foot. The toe and heel
trajectories were designed so that it will land parallel with the ground, they can be
expressed as
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,

,

,

,

,

(17)

,

where Ry is the rotation matrix about y axis. To ensure the continuity of the trajectories, a
third order cubic spline interpolation is implemented for each trajectory for generating
continuous trajectory function.
After the initial foot, toe and heel trajectories are obtained, the support area of the stable
margin througout the whole walking cycle can also be determined. This has been used later
on as the base of the ZMP trajectory definition. Using this strategy, the increment of the
support area during double support phase compared to the walking pattern without
utilizing toe and heel joints can be shown. Figure 15 shows the difference between both the
cases.

Fig. 15. Comparison of support area
4.2 Online trajectory generation
4.2.1 Desired ZMP trajectory and CoM trajectory
Zero moment point (ZMP) is the main criterion in biped robots for stable walk. We defined
the ZMP trajectory after obtaining the support area. We chose moving ZMP trajectory
instead of a fix one. The ZMP slides from one stable point to another stable point in each of
the phases of the walking sequence. The ZMP trajectory can be expressed as
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,
/ ,

,

(18)

,

/ ,
/ ,

where px is the ZMP position in x direction.
The center of mass (CoM) trajectory was obtained by solving a differential equation from the
simplified model of the biped robot as mentioned in (Choi et al., 2007). The ZMP equation
was expressed as
/

(19)

/ is the natural frequency of the simplified biped walking robot system,
where
(cx, cz) is the vector position of CoM and g is the value of gravity. By solving (19) with
respect to (18), the x trajectory of CoM (cx) will be obtained. In our method we keep the
center of mass (CoM) trajectory at a fix height, thus the z trajectory of CoM (cz) is fixed. The
hip trajectory will be determined from the CoM trajectory as

where (xh(t), zh(t)) is the vector position of the hip.

/

,

(20)

4.2.2 Hip trajectory
The hip trajectory obtained by the above method can indeed satisfy the desired ZMP
trajectory mentioned in (18) for simplified model of the biped robot. But once we apply the
trajectory for the complete system of biped robot, the limited hip motion has caused the non
capability of the trajectory to achieve all of the desired ZMP trajectory.
The parameterization of the hip trajectory mentioned in (Huang et al., 2001) is applied to
make the adjustments. The only difference from (Huang et al., 2001) is that we utilize the
parameter value xed and xsd from the previous hip trajectory obtained above. In this way, no
optimization scheme needs to be used. Those parameters are used to generate new hip
trajectory by the same method of interpolation. And, since those parameters obtained from
an already stable trajectory, we can also guarantee the stability of the new hip trajectory.
Figure 16 shows the difference between adjusted CoM trajectory and the initial one.
After the hip trajectory is decided, the knee trajectory is decided by the inverse kinematics
formula. Thus, all links trajectories are determined and the initial walking pattern is
produced.
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Fig. 16. Comparison between initial and adjusted CoM trajectories
4.3 Knee stretch motion
In human walking cycle, the knee angle reaches its minimum value during the heel strike
motion (Perry, 1992). Here we introduce time parameters Tk, Tka and Tkb, which mark the
time when knee angle reach its minimum value, the beginning and ending time of the kneestretch motion period. In this section we will explain how the knee-stretch motion is
performed and how it can prevent the singularity.
4.3.1 Knee trajectory
After deciding the initial trajectory, the initial knee angle trajectory (
) is modified
during this knee-stretch period. Let (
and
) be the values of knee angle at kTk – Tka and
kTk − Tkb, so that the new knee angle trajectory can be expressed as
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(21)

–

and the new continuous knee angle trajectory is obtained by cubic spline interpolation.
4.3.2 Inverse kinematic solution and singularity avoidance
The initial trajectory is obtained by specifying ankle trajectory and hip trajectory, and the
knee trajectory is obtained by inverse kinematics solution. In sagittal plane, this scheme is
exactly the same as 2 link planar mechanism, and if the knee angle is zero, the inverse
kinematics solution will produce imaginary value known as singularity. In our algorithm,
we will keep the hip trajectory as it is, and the ankle trajectory is modified as follows.
During the time period of (kTk−Tka < t < kTk−Tkb), instead of determining the knee position
from the ankle and hip trajectories, we utilize the heel position and the modified knee angle
trajectories to find the solution of knee and ankle position through the inverse kinematics
problem. In this way, the system will become as three-link planar mechanism. As a result,
the loss of the degree of freedom at the knee position can still be overcome by extra DOF at
the heel joint. This can be explained as shown in Figure 17.

Fig. 17. Extra DOF at heel joint that avoid singularity.
After modifying the knee angle trajectory and obtaining modified parameters from previous
steps, new knee and foot trajectories are obtained. The modification also changes the initial
heel strike angle qf. A complete algorithm description is shown in Figure 18.
4.4 Simulation result
The simulations have been performed in ADAMS. This simulation was intended to verify
the effectiveness of the algorithm in terms of stability, torque requirements and energy
consumptions. Comparisons have been done between the proposed gait pattern and a
common gait pattern of the biped robot. The parameters of the biped robot (Figure 13) were
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set according to Table I. The walking speed was 2 s/step with the step length of 0.35
m/step.
Figure 19 is for the stick figures and knee angle trajectories obtained from the algorithm.
Both results were compared with those in human which indicates a similarity compared to
common gait pattern. Although they do not perfectly match, it can be observed that the
knee, foot and foot angle trajectories show quite similar trends to those in human. Figure 20
shows the comparison between the knee angle of biped robot and human in the same 100%
walking cycle, though not all parts of the trajectory are the same, similarity can be seen in
some period of time during the knee stretch motion and our proposed pattern can also
generate 0o knee angle. During around 40% of the walking cycle, which is at the toeoff
motion, our proposed pattern is different from human. This was due to the fact that humans
also generate an almost knee stretch motion during toe-off.
The knee stretch walking not only gives natural and humanlike walking pattern but also
better performance in the knee torque requirement (Kurazume et al., 2005; Ogura et al.,
2006). This gives an opportunity to employ smaller actuators for the knee. Figure 9 shows
knee joint torque comparison between the common gait and the proposed gait, it is clearly
shows that the proposed gait has less torque requirement. Figure 21 shows knee joint energy
consumption comparison between the common gait and the proposed gait. The proposed
gait shows better performance than the common gait. Table II summarize the torque
requirement and energy consumption comparisons between the common gait and the
proposed gait. All of the joint torque requirements of the proposed gait pattern is less than
those in the common gait pattern. The addition of the heel and toe joints did not show high
torque requirements, so it will make it possible for real implementation. In terms of energy
consumptions, the overall result shows that the proposed gait pattern shows better
performance compared to the common gait.

Fig. 19. Stick figure comparison with human.
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Fig. 20. Knee angle comparison with human.

Fig. 21. Knee torque and energy consumption comparison between the common gait and the
proposed gait.

Table I Parameters of The Biped Robot Model

Table II Summary of The Simulation Results
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Figure 22 shows a frame by frame animation of the resulting algorithm. It can be noticed
that the knee stretch occurs during the heel strike motion. The animation showed that the
biped robot can walk stably without falling.

Fig. 22. Sequence of successive frame showing knee stretch walking pattern.

5. Conclusions
During walking sequence, human heels act as passive joints that create some support area,
which helps the stability of human walking. This research attempts to replace human-heel
like mechanism with heel joint in the biped robot foot. The existence of heel joints in the
biped robot feet has two main advantages. The first one is that the support area during
double support phase will be increased. Secondly, singularity during knee stretch motion
can be avoided.
This chapter presents a new mechanism for toe&foot&heel motions with multi-platforms
using a serial-parallel hybrid mechanism. The suggested mechanism can generate pitch and
roll motions at ankle position, during toe and heel joint motions. These motions are
adequate for natural foot and ankle movements of a humanoid robot. The developed foot
device with the suggested mechanism will allow humanoid robots to walk more stably and
in ways that are more natural. A new alternative method for generating knee stretch
walking pattern for biped robot utilizing toe and heel joints has been also presented with
this chapter, which has several advantages over previous algorithms. The proposed
algorithm was verified using computer simulation, and better performances have been
obtained as compared to common gait pattern. The improvements for the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm in terms of joint torque requirements as well as energy
consumptions have been presented.
It is observed that the utilization of toe and heel joints increases the stability margin during
the double support phase, thus giving more freedom in designing the walking patterns.
Furthermore, the addition of heel joint has the advantage of avoiding singularity during the
knee stretch motion, because the loss of degree of freedom in the knee can still be
compensated by the existence of extra dof in the heel joint. While the previous researchers
have also suggested the addition of waist joint to avoid singularity, compared to waist joint,
two heel joints are comparably smaller and less complicated. For existing biped robots, it
will be a lot easier to modify the foot than to modify the waist. As a final point, the pattern
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obtained from this method shows similarities with those of human walking pattern, thus
can provide more natural walking for the robot.
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